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Cannot cry, Cannot rely, on me
Will not lose, will not decorate, as you gently touch me
The sky became light

But
Will not wait, will not miss, my intuitions
Not here now, will not forgive, the carving rhythm, why
This much, my heart is as blue as the sky

Can't you feel my body heat
The two that are not forgiven
Wanting you, Needing you
There is nothing that I want
Can't you see my bleeding feet
I have nothing to protect
What to do, what not to do
I simply want you to understand

You say you are mine, even if it was a dream
Walking the path that will lead to no where

The me in the past I do not know
The differences that are no where, as you gently open
your hand
I learned the lies

Please
I cannot erase, I cannot forgive, the bad treatment
I will not escape, I will not fear, filling up my days
It was bright, my eyes are as blue as the sky

Can't you hear my body cries
The two that are not forgiven
Do you really want to stay
I want to connect with you more
Can't you see my bleeding eyes
There is nothing I can throw away
What to say, what not to say
I simply want you to understand

Gladly I'll be blind, even if it was a dream
The continuous refrains of prayers that cannot be
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Can't you feel my body heat
The two that are not forgiven
Wanting you, Needing you
More, always, hold onto me

Can't you feel my body heat
Living in the world of loneliness
Living you, Forgiving you
There is nothing I crave
There is nothing that I want
Can't you see my bleeding feet
I have nothing to protect
More, always, hold onto me
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